
04/14 
MEETING NOTES: 

● Our webpage needs to be updated to include a description of our project on our 
homepage with possibly an image - make it something inviting, some “cute” pictures, 
something welcoming 

● Design document critique:  
○ Minor changes: currently timeline diagram looks like a waterfall model - what we 

could do is stretch the horizontal bars so that there are overlapping parts to 
display integration testing in a more agile way 

○ We also need to enlarge the text / figure to avoid having too many details and 
making it overwhelming 

○ In section 4 of timeline, we need to display the collaborations between people 
and who is working on what at the same time 

○ Add this information into the description - around every “a” and “b” put the initials 
of the person who will be working on it - does not have to be just one person, can 
have multiple initials / multiple people working concurrently on one thing 

● Make sure references are cited in the document in really any way  
● Put references at very end not enumerated  
● We need to add a sentence between each major section and subsection “we not present 

out current findings on” 
● For section 5.5, we should say (referencing section 5.2) - refer to the gantt chart and say 

we envision the following front end testing to be done at … date and the integration 
testing to be done …. (close reference to gantt chart) - basically just discussing out 
vision - add a reference to section 5.5 in gantt chart 

● Flow diagram for 5.5.: just have a sample of a specific example of zoomed in gantt chart 
section 

 
 
TO DO: 

● Have rough draft of presentation done by next meeting to show Professor and get 
feedback - refer to email tips from Professor to help if needed 

● Fix design document 5.5 to include flow and examples 
● Make sure we add in references to design doc sections 
● Add a small sentence description under each major section 
● Move references section to the very end of doc - should not be enumerated 
● Stretch gantt chart horizontally and add member initials by timeline tasks 


